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ended after 150 meters.
Following the main river down-

stream yielded a long, straight, 
horizontal fissure passage 20 meters 
tall by 1 meter wide, then a series 
of waterfalls in bigger passage. At 
the sixth waterfall, the rock was too 
fragile for bolting an anchor. A strong 
current that spanned the passage, 
as well as a lack of wetsuits, forced 
the team to turn around. Since the 
expedition was winding down, the 
cave was then derigged.

tepetzala gained over 2 kilometers 
of passage. A return will require a 
cave camp, most likely at –300 meters 
and 3 kilometers in, about one hour 
away from the downstream lead. 

while prospecting, the team found 
and explored about ten new caves, of 
which two continue. Source: richard 
Grebeude in Regards 70, summarized 
by Yvonne Droms.

there is an short description 
in French of the 2009 El Santito 
expedition at www.explos.org/
blog/2009/02/expedition-santito 
-2009.html. thanks to Mark Minton 
for pointing this out. See also the 
article in this issue.

the 2010 Petzl catalog contains 
an article about the 2009 El Santito 
expedition starting on page 6. the 
on-line version is at www.petzl 
.com/catalogue/Petzl-Sport-catalog 
-2010-USA.pdf. Because of the 
way the PDF was made, it starts on 
page 5 of the PDF file. Source: Mark 
Minton. (there is an article about 
the expedition in this issue of the 
AMCS Activities Newsletter.)

the maps of Primera Decepción 
(Ct1-3) and CT1-6 have not been 
previously published. they are 
from mexpe.org/fr/image/topo/
mexpe1994/primera_decepcion_
Ct1_3(small).pdf and /Ct1_6.pdf. 
the map of Dias de Lluvia (Ct1-9) 
is from Sous Terre 9(4)9, autumn 
1994. An article on the area, with 
an area map, is in AMCS Activities 
Newsletter 32, pages 129–132. note 
that the depth of Ct1-6 is incorrect 
in the table in that article. Both the 
depth and length of that cave are 
incorrect on the map on the web. 
the version here has been cor-
rected according to information 

from Chris Chenier. Source: 
Mark Minton.

in early July 2009, mem-
bers of the Sociedad espe-
leológico Mictlan made a 
reconnaissance trip to the 
Mazatepec area. A first team 
went to the community of 
Nectepec, mpo. Cuetzalan. 
in a cave that is used as a 
water source, they explored 
approximately 300 meters 
upslope, requiring some 
climbing and some skirting 
of puddles. there is a vertical 
drop that was not done. the 
second team visited a camp 
called Zapotitan in an area 
full of lapiez karst, where half 
of the inhabitants of the area 
showed them three caves, in 
line about 500 meters long. 
none were seen to go farther 
than 30 or 40 meters, but one 
of them shows potential. 

Members of the SeM are 
Aura Montiel, raquel Agui-
lar, Magdelena Ortiz, enrique 
navarro, víctor Herández, 
José Guerrero, and ricardo 
Pacheco. Source: tlamaqui e-
mail list post, July 24, 2009.

the magazine México 
Desconocido has a short article 
on the 2007 Akemati area ex-
pedition by Gustavo vela on 
its web site. the Url is www 
.mexicodesconocido.com 
.mx/notas/15101-Puebla: 
-un-viaje-al-centro-de-la 
-tierra. A longer article by 
the same author appeared 
in AMCS Activities Newsletter 
31, pages 27–36.

México Desconocido for 
October 2009 contains an 
article (pages 74–79) on the 
2008 expedition to Akemba-
sis, again by Gustavo vela. 
their artist misinterpreted 
the cave map that appears 
as a foldout in the article 
by vela in AMCS Activities 
Newsletter 32; the profile in 
the magazine mistakenly 
shows two pit entrances to 
Akemabis.


